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ABSTRACT
RUSAP is a FORTRAN IV computer program designed to determine the
performance characteristics (power-to-weight ratio, blanket tension, struc-
tural member section dimensions, and resonant frequencies) of large-area,
roll-up solar arrays of the single-boom, tensioned-substrate design. The
program includes the determination of the size and weight of the base struc-
ture supporting the boom and blanket and the determination of the blanket
tension and deployable boom stiffness needed to achieve the minimum-weight
design for a specified frequency for the first mode of vibration. This report
provides a complete listing of the program, a description of the theoretical
background, and all information necessary to use the program.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable emphasis has been placed on the devel-
opment of large-area solar arrays with high power-to-weight ratios and
small packaging volumes. One of the concepts currently being developed is
the single-boom roll-up array shown in Fig. 1 and described in Ref. 1.
The design consists of two flexible cell blankets tensioned between
spacecraft-mounted storage drums and a leading-edge beam. The array is
erected by a deployable boom that is connected between the leading-edge
beam and its supporting structure on the spacecraft.
In studying potential applications for this design, one must predict the
performance characteristics of arrays of widely varying sizes and natural
frequencies. Because of the complex nature of the relationship between the
size of the array, its first-mode natural frequency, and its structural
parameters, it is difficult to predict the performance characteristics of
arrays significantly different from the engineering prototype. To help solve
this problem, a computer routine RUSAP was programmed to calculate the
optimum size for structural members and the optimum blanket tension for an
array that is to have a given area and width and a. specified lowest deployed
natural frequency. The program is composed of two basic parts: (1) an
analysis of the deployable boom and array blanket, and (2) an analysis and
sizing of the base structure supporting the boom and array blankets.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Optimum Boom and Blanket Tension Analysis
If the power, area, and width of the array are specified, the length
(and thus the size) of the array is fixed. Because the weight of the cell
blanket and support structure is essentially fixed for an array of a given
size, the relationship between total weight and deployed natural frequency is
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almost entirely controlled by the weight of the deployable boom. This
implies that, when the size of the array is specified, the optimum array for
a specific lowest deployed natural frequency can be defined as that with the
lightest boom.
Because there are two possible first-vibration modes for a deployed
array (Fig. 2), the cross-sectional size (and thus the weight) of the boom is
determined by the following requirement: the boom must have sufficient
stiffness to maintain the first-bending frequency equal to or greater than the
required minimum frequency while loaded by sufficient blanket tension to
maintain the first-torsion frequency at or above the minimum. Figure 3
shows the variation in first-bending and first-torsion frequencies as a func-
tion of the blanket tension for a single-boom array. As is shown in this fig-
ure, the optimum tension for a particular boom stiffness has been found to
occur when the first symmetric and antisymmetric frequencies are equal.
This tension yields the lightest boom for a particular lowest deployed natural
frequency.
It can be seen in Fig. 3 that the first-mode frequency falls off rela-
tively sharply below the maximum frequency point, but remains relatively
flat for total blanket tensions up to approximately 50% of the boom-buckling
load. Because of this phenomena, the blanket tension may be increased
above the maximum frequency point, thus allowing the user to increase the
antisymmetric first-mode frequency while only slightly decreasing the sym-
metric first mode. This tension increase has a minimal affect on the over-
all weight of the roll-up array and allows the user to operate on the flat part
of the symmetric frequency curve, where variations in the blanket tension
have little effect on the array frequency.
The program RUSAP has provisions for calculating the performance
parameters for any selected boom and blanket tension, and, in addition, has
provisions for calculating the optimum blanket tension. The optimum blanket
tension is defined by the condition that symmetric and antisymmetric fre-
quencies are equal. Each deployed array analysis requires the calculation of
the natural frequencies of the combined tensioned-blanket/axial-loaded boom
system that makes up the deployed array. In addition to the optimum tension
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analysis, the program can also be used to determine the boom stiffness that
results in the lowest deployed frequency being equal to a desired minimum
deployed natural frequency.
The modal analysis of the deployed solar array is based on a multiple-
degree-of-freedom, finite-element representation of the boom, beam, and
blanket components, as shown in Fig. 4. Each blanket is modeled by 10
rectangular finite elements, which describe the out-of-plane stiffness caused
by the imposed blanket tension. The boom and beam components are simi-
larly modeled by standard beam-column elements, which describe both the
bending stiffness arid the geometric stiffness caused by the axial preload.
Although the blanket bending stiffness is neglected in the above analysis,
more sophisticated 250-degree-of-freedom analyses, which include the bend-
ing stiffness, have shown that the simple model leads to less than 1% errors
in the first-mode frequencies.
The stiffness and mass matrices for the overall array are developed
by combining the element stiffness and consistent mass matrices for the ele-
ments described above. The generation procedure allows for the following
arbitrary parameters:
(1 ) Array length.
(2) Array width.
(3) Blanket weight/unit area.
(4) Boom weight/unit length.




After initialization of the above parameters by the root-finding routines,
the natural frequencies of the array are determined by solution of the usual
eigenvalue problem with a very fast eigenvalue algorithm.
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B. Support Structure Analysis
The support structure analysis uses scaling equations to extrapolate
the size and weight of the support-structure components of a proposed array
from those of a prototype array. The configuration used as the baseline for
this analysis is the 23 m (250 ft ) engineering prototype described in Ref. 1.
Essentially, a dimensional-analysis approach was taken to determine the
scale factors that are applied to the structural elements when design condi-
tions change. The total weight W. of the reference array is broken down into
12 components:
W = W +W + W +W + W +W +W +W +W +W -f W +WTV- TV. • I V ¥ _ T^ ¥ V _ I V V. _ t V V • - I V¥ - I ¥ V * ' * * i i ' ' * i ' ** *' * * i i « * ' * * «1 bol si cl bl ssl esl csl bel al nsl bktl negl
(1)
where
W, . = weight of boom (determined by modal analysis program)
W
 1 = weight of storage drum shell
W . = weight of end caps on storage drum shell
W = weight of bearings
W
 1 = weight of support shaft
W • . = weight of end supports
W
 1 = weight of center supportcsl
W = weight of beam (leading-edge member)
W
 1 = weight of boom actuator
W
 1 = weight of slip rings and harness
W, , . = weight of solar-array blanket
W
 1 = weight of NEG'ATOR spring-mechanism hardware
(constant-force spring)
(Subscript 1 refers to the prototype reference array; the alphabetic
subscripts refer to the structural components. )
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The weight of a second array — differing from the reference array in
geometry, material properties, and applied inertial loads — can be broken
down in a similar manner:
W, = W. , + W ,+'W , + W.,+ W
 0 + W _ + W 0 +W, _ + W , + W , + W u l . , + W ,2 bo2 s2 c2 b2 ss2 es2 cs2 be2 a2 ns2 bkt2 neg2
( 2 )
The ratio W = W /W can be written as
W? WU 0WU I W -> W , W •> W 1 WU9 WU1 W -> W 1
w _ 2 _ bo2 bol , s2 sj. c2 cl b2 bl ss2 ssl
t W ~ W. .W. W . W, + W . W, W. . W. W . W.1 bol 1 si 1 cl 1 bl 1 ssl 1
W , W . W _ W . W, . W, . W _ W _ W , W _
, es2 esl , c s 2 c s 1 , be2 bel , a2 al , ns2 nsl
W . W , W . W. W, , W, W . W. W . W.
esl 1 csl 1 bel 1 al 1 nsl 1
W W W W
, bkt2 bktl , neg2 negl ,, v
w..... w, w . w. ( 'bktl 1 negl 1
where W /W , W /W , W /W , etc. , are the fractions of the total weight
DO 1 1 SI X Cl X
of the reference array contributed by the individual components. A simplified
notation is used to refer to the ratios of the weights of the components,
wu o/wu ! = W. , W ,/W . = W , W ,/W . = W , etc.boZ' bol bo' s2' si s' c2' cl c'
Geometric scale factors are introduced to define the change in size of
the components, and relationships are then established between these geo-
metric scale factors and the ratio of stresses in the components. The scale
factors used are as follows:
S OX = structural section overall dimension scale factor
st
' X. . • = structural section material thickness scale factor
X, = blanket width scale factor
n
XJ = array width scale factor
X = array length scale factor
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X. = ratio of blanket tension of array 2 to that of array 1
X = ratio of launch-acceleration loading of array 2 to that of
ace
array 1
X,. = ratio of boom diameter of array 2 to that of array 1
X = ratio of total diameter of combined storage drum shell and
ves °
rolled blanket of array 2 to that of array 1
Because only one acceleration load factor X relates the acceleration
' ace
loadings in the three orthogonal directions (parallel to the storage drum,
perpendicular to the storage drum and in the plane of the blanket, and per-
pendicular to the storage drum and normal to the plane of the blanket), this
factor is an average of these three orthogonal acceleration factors.
By expressing the weight ratios in terms of material densities and
volumes, and by expressing the volumes in terms of the scale factors,
Eq. (3) becomes
w, . r i w . rp _ .1 w r^ ?i
•ur - bol l,,r I , sl 1 Ks2 KSO ..st , \l cW - ~-TTT W, + -=77— X A A, I + rrrtrt W, I bo W, p
 1 \ s s n/ W
Wb2 .SO\ ssl pss22 /, so -v st -v \
— X A A
, \ ss ss h/|
W n D 0 • \ • • - , , r - - j ,es 1 I re s 2 /,so ,.st
 A \j csl I cs2 / . st ^
W, I P . , , \ es es ves/| W, | p_ , V dia cs vesl
W To 1 W Tobel I be2 /% so , st
 x ' \\ al |_a2_ / s
"^rfcl be be hJJ wi kil dia a+
w _, rp_.^ , ,1 wbktl




~w~~ p—: v^t1 Lpnegl
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where p is the material density of the components, the subscripts on the
geometric scale factors and densities indicate the structural components to
which they refer, and the superscripts st and so indicate whether the scale
factor refers to thickness or to overall size, respectively.
Relationships are then established between the geometric scale factors
in Eq. (4) and the ratios of stresses of the components of the structure.
This was done individually for each of the components sized by stress and
load levels, and the results substituted into Eq. (4). Some components -,
however, are not sized by stress and load levels.
The ratio of the boom weights W, is determined by the modal analysis
program. The NEG'ATOR spring-mechanism weight is a function of blanket
tension. Blanket weight is a function of X and X . Slip ring and harness
hardware is also assumed to be a function of XJ and X , and bearing size is
a function of support- shaft size.
The derivation of the relationships for the storage drum shell will be
considered as a typical example. For inertial loading, beam-bending
moments are related by
M7
-rr~ = *• ^uW, (5)Mj ace h bs x '
where W, = (W, , _ + W
 ?)/(W, , , + W ..). The corresponding ratio of
shell maximum bending stresses is
where the shell- section moments of inertia are related by
The ratio of the maximum bending stresses becomes
o- , X X, W,
s2 _ ace h bs ,0.1°)
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Critical buckling stresses for the shell are related by
K9sb2 (X
st
V s / E _sZ (9)
Two additional relationships are assumed by the requirement that
buckling and bending stress ratios be equally critical and that the bending-





si s cr ysl
( i i )
where cr _ is the yield strength of the shell for array 2, cr
 1 is that for
array 1, and K is the ratio of the factors of safety of the two arrays. These
equations (5 through 11) are then solved for the unknowns X , X , and W, ,
S S OS
and substituted into Eq. (4).
Table 1 lists the relationships established between the geometric scale
factors in Eq. (4) and the ratios of the stresses for all of the components,
where
,„.
= bkt2 T "s2 c2 ss2
bscss W, . ., + W . + W , + W • ,bktl si cl ssl
W,
 0 + W _
= bo2 a2
ba W. . + W .bol al
,.,
+ W _ + W _ + W _ + W _ + W , _ + W, - + W _ + W -
s2 _ c2 _ ssZ _ aZ _ bo2 _ b2 _ neg2 _ ns2
bscssa ~ W . , . . + W . + W , + W + w . + W, , + W, . +W . +W .bktl si cl ssl al bol bl negl nsl
ves -I +[(x-)2.xl4i] v L\ s / vJ 2 I
V ro>
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and
r. = radius of shell of reference array
r = radius of combined shell and rolled blanket for reference array
The equations are then solved for the unknowns X. , \ , \ , X, ,\ ,\ ,
„+ \4. -+ of s s c ss ss es
\st, XST; , \°°, \" , \st, W. , W, , and W, . The ratios of the weights
es cs be be a bs bscss ba °
of the individual components are then determined by direct substitution of
these values into Eq. (4). Table 2 lists the solutions for the above scale
factors.
To determine W, , W, and W, , three additional equations (12bs bscss ba
through 14) were written and solved for these three unknowns. To solve
these equations, the scale-factor solutions must first be substituted for the
scale factors so that the only unknown in each equation is either W, ,




Ll /, , bkt2\ si
1 l h X v Pbk t l / Wbsl
(12)
where W, , is the weight of the blanket and storage drum shell of the refer-
ence array;
(13)
where W, , is the weight of the blanket, storage drum shell, end caps,
D S C S S J.
and support shaft of the reference array; and
xstxl/2\
ia a v j
W
- ^ I i n s O T * I / X 1 (14)
"ba W, . v"bo' TW. . \p , diabal bal \ ral
where W, is the weight of the boom and the actuator of the reference array.
Once these equations have been solved for the W ' s , and all scale factors
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have been determined, the final weight is calculated and the power-to-weight
ratio is obtained.
This technique for analyzing the size and weight of a structure has
inherent limitations. As in all parametric studies, arbitrary decisions have
to be made as to how to describe the relationships between load, stress, and
member size. Because of these limitations, the results obtained from the
support-structure analysis are not intended as a substitute for a complete and
detailed structural analysis, but as a good initial estimate of the sizing and
weight of an array (given a required array area).
III. PROGRAM USAGE
A. Selection of Program Levels
RUSAP is designed to calculate the design parameters of roll-up solar
arrays of the single-boom, two-drum, tensioned blanket configuration. The
calculated parameters are power-to-weight ratio, blanket tension, boom,
stiffness, structural member weights, first-mode resonant frequencies,
actuator width, and required array length and width.
The computer program has three levels of operation, which are listed
below. Block diagrams for the three levels are shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7.
Level 1: After the user inputs the desired first-mode frequency and
all other required input parameters, the program calculates
the optimum boom stiffness and optimum blanket tension that
gives the required first-mode frequency. It then calculates
weights and sizes of all base structural members.
Level 2: After the user inputs the desired boom stiffness and all other
required input parameters, the program calculates the opti-
mum blanket tension that maximizes the first-mode frequency
of the deployed array. It then calculates weights and sizes
of all base structural members.
Level 3: After the user inputs the desired boom stiffness, blanket
tension, and all other required input parameters, the pro-
gram calculates the deployed symmetric and antisymmetric
10
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first-mode frequencies. It then calculates weights and sizes
of all base structural members.
There is a major difference between Level 1 and Levels 2 and 3. When
operating Level 1, the user specifies the required frequency, and the program
picks many boom stiffnesses in the process of establishing the optimum stiff-
ness for the required natural frequency. Each time the program tries a new
boom, it must also determine the optimum tension for that boom. Therefore,
each boom stiffness iteration during Level 1 is equivalent to running one com-
plete case at Level 2. If the user does not need an exact frequency, he can
save computer time by running Level 2 after estimating boom stiffnesses that
will bound his desired frequency. The user can determine these boom stiff-
ness estimates by referring to Figs. A-9 through A-12 of Ref. 2. However,
if the user does desire an exact natural frequency, he can save computer
time when using Level 1 if he makes as accurate an estimate of the optimum
boom stiffness as possible using the data in Ref. 2.
Using the UNIVAC 1108 Exec 8 computer system, RUSAP requires
approximately 20 seconds to execute Level 1, 5 seconds to execute Level 2,
and 1 second to execute Level 3.
B. Minimum Tension and Boom Buckling Considerations
When operating Level 1, the program establishes the smallest boom
compatible with the natural frequency requirement when the first-mode fre-
quency is maximized by using the optimum blanket tension. When the
required natural frequency is very low, the optimum blanket tension may be
lower than the minimum tension required to roll the blanket on the drum dur-
ing retraction. The minimum tension for conventional substrates with bonded-
on solar cells is defined approximately by the following empirical relationship:
tension per blanket
 N/ {0 lb/ft)
hlank-p.t- width
_1L__
b nke  
A warning message is printed in the program output whenever the above
criterion is not met.
If a minimum-weight array is desired and the optimum tension is below
the minimum tension, the user has a number of options. One is to develop a
more flexible solar-cell blanket or to add a positive motor drive for array
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retraction. Another option is to set the blanket tension equal to the minimum
and then to increase the size of the boom until the boom is not in danger of
buckling. The critical buckling load for the boom is derived in Appendix C
of Ref. 3 and is given by:
P
critical , 2
where the symbols and units are the usual ones for column buckling. Recall
that a plot of first-mode frequency vs percent of buckling load is given
earlier in Fig. 3. When a particular tension is selected, the user can obtain
the array that operates at the desired percent of buckling by using the
LEVEL = -3 option of the program with the PCTBKL parameter negative.
In this case the program uses the following expression to define the boom El:
„,. _ 200 X (blanket tension) X (array length)boom Jiil — ^
IT X (percent buckling)
The LEVEL = -3 option is also useful when the user wishes to operate
at a tension somewhat higher than the optimum tension to reduce the sensi-
tivity of the first-mode frequency to small changes in blanket tension. This
philosophy is discussed earlier in Subsection II-A. After running Level 1 to
determine the optimum boom, the user can use LEVEL = -3 with the
PCTBKL parameter positive to obtain the array with the tension given by:
, , , . . . _ TT X (boom El) X (percent buckling)blanket tension = - — = si
200 X (array length)
Note that the program always prints the boom buckling load and the percent
of buckling operating point in the output listing of deployed array parameters.
C. Array Geometry Input Options
In all levels of the program there are two ways of inputing the geometric
requirements of the solar array. The first allows the user to specify the
total blanket area and array width, whereas the second allows the user to
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specify the width and length of the individual blankets. The two requirement
formats are primarily associated with the stage at which the program is
being applied in the design process.
The total blanket area and array width are suited for use early in the
design process when the primary requirements are configuration constraints
on the array width and desired power output, which implies a total blanket
area. Later in the design process specific solar-cell module and bus-bar
layouts lead to detailed specifications on the dimensions of the individual
blankets. At this point the second format is more suitable.
With both of the geometric requirement input formats it is necessary
for the program to determine some of the array dimensions. This is because
the size of the boom affects the allowable spacing between the blankets. When
the blanket area and array width are specified, the boom size determines the
blanket width and the array length, whereas when the blanket length and
blanket width are specified, the boom size determines the array width.
Since the actuator width, and therefore the width between blankets, is
a function of the boom diameter, the program calculates an appropriate
actuator width for each boom stiffness. The equation used is:
. ,,, / proposed boom diameter \
actuator width = ( ——£—t T- ,-, r— I X\ prototype boom diameter /
prototype \
actuator width/
When the user inputs the total blanket area and the array width, the
program calculates the blanket width and array length using
, , , . . j.i _ (array width - actuator width)blanket width = i l ^ -
i ^.i f blanket area 1 , , , , . , , •
array length = rrrr 7—r r-Trr + blanket leader
'
 &
 [array width - actuator widthj
In the above expression the blanket leader is the total additional length
of the substrate material extending beyond the celled blanket, and used to
connect the blanket to the drum and leading edge member (Fig. 1).
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When the user inputs the blanket width and blanket length, the equations
used for calculating array width and array length are:
array width = 2 X (blanket width) + actuator width
array length = blanket length + blanket leader
When choosing the length and width for a proposed array it should be
noted that the ratio of length to width, or aspect ratio of the array, influences
the array weight. In an earlier study (Ref. 2), the optimum aspect ratio was
found to be primarily determined by the required lowest natural frequency of
the array, and essentially independent of the array size.
In addition to the aspect ratio and first mode natural frequency there
are many other parameters that affect the weight and cost of a proposed
array. Many of these parameters may be varied by the user and are described
in the next section.
IV. DATA PREPARATION
RUSAP is a main program designed to be used in batch mode. The
input parameters that define the roll-up array's size, material properties,
and desired first-mode natural frequency are read in from data cards using
namelist names DATA1 and DATA2. Any number of array configurations
can be generated in a single computer run by including one or more data sets
in the run stream. A data set consists of a DATA1 group and its associated
DATA2 group(s). A data group is the collection of cards that define the
parameters associated with namelist name.
The FORTRAN name rule, by which any symbolic name that begins
with I, J, K, L, M, or N is automatically an integer, is assumed.
A. NAM EL 1ST/DA TA1 General Parameters
1
 'j
NAMELIST/DATA1/ contains twenty parameters that may be assigned
values in any DATA1 group. All of the parameters must be assigned a value
in the first DATA1 group. Since the parameter assignments of previous data
groups are used if not reassigned, DATA1 groups following the first need
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contain only those parameter assignments that are changes from the previous
parameter assignments. However, it should be noted that the program auto-
matically updates the parameters BKTL, BKTW, AREA, WIDTH, EIBOM1,
and TENS at the end of each case by setting them equal to the "Deployed
Array Parameters," which are printed in the output. These updated
parameter values are used in the following case unless the user specifies
new values. i
The following parameters belong to NAMELIST/DATA1/ and may be
included in any order. Data may be in either SI or English units as selected
using the parameter NUNITS.
NSETS: an integer to be used in the first DATA1 group to indicate the
number of cases to be run. RUSAP will read NSETS data
sets including the first.
NUNITS: an integer used to define the input units: 0 for English units
and 1 for SI units.
LEVEL: an integer used to set the level of operation of the program.
There are three levels available to the user (1, 2, 3). The
operation of the three levels is described in Subsection III-A.
For Level 3 the sign of LEVEL is used to select between
input parameter options. For LEVEL = 3 the parameters
EIBOM1 and TENS are used to define the array. For
LEVEL .= -3 the array is defined by the parameters. PCTBKL
and either EIBOM1 or TENS depending on the sign of PCTBKL.
POWER: the required power output of the roll-up array; used to calcu-
late the specific power in W/kg (W/lb). (Units are watts. )
FREQR: the required first-mode natural frequency. (Units are Hertz.)
(Level 1 only. )
NTYPE: an integer used to select the array fixed dimensions. If
NTYPE = 0, BKTL and BKTW are used. If NTYPE = 1,
AREA and WIDTH are used.
BKTL: the required blanket length. (Units are meters or feet. )
(Required when NTYPE = 0. )
BKTW: the required blanket width for each blanket. (Units are
meters or feet. ) (Used when NTYPE = 0. )
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AREA: the total blanket area of the array. (Units are meters or
feet 2 . ) (Used when NTYPE = 1.)
WIDTH: the total width of the array. (Units are meters or feet. )
(Used when NTYPE = 1. )
TLEADR: the total inboard plus outboard blanket leader length. Typi-
cal value is 0.3 m (1.0 ft). (Units are meters or feet. )
PCTBKL: a Level 3 parameter used to obtain an array that operates at
a given percent of buckling. The absolute value of PCTBKL
is the desired percent of buckling. The sign of PCTBKL is
used to select between TENS and EIBOM1 as the other
deployed array stiffness parameter. When PCTBKL is
positive the array is defined by PCTBKL and EIBOM1; when
negative, PCTBKL and TENS are used. (LEVEL = -3 only.)
TENS: the tension in each blanket. (Units are newtons or pounds.)
(LEVEL = 3 or -3 only. )
EIBOM1: the stiffness (El) of the deployable boom. For Level 1, this
input boom stiffness is used as a starting value for the boom
optimization. For Levels 2 and 3, the stiffness is used as
the required boom stiffness. (Units are Newton-meters or
pound-feet . )
EBOOM: the deployable boom material modulus of elasticity (E). The
value for steel is 0.2 X 1012 N/m2 (0.4175 X 1010 lb/ft2).
(Units are Newtons/meter or pounds/foot . )
RBOOM: the deployable boom material density. The value for steel
o ^ 3
is 7930 kg/m (495 lb/ft ). (Units are kilograms/meter or
pounds /foot . )
EIEFF: the structural efficiency of the deployable boom. Since the
BI-STEM boom is split into two wrapped, open-tube sec-
tions, the effective section moment of inertia (I) is less than
that of a closed tube with the same cross-section dimensions.
Typical value is 0.80 efficiency. (Unitiess quantity. )
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DPT: the diameter of the deployable boom divided by the boom
material thickness. The boom wall thickness is twice the
material thickness. Typical value is ZOO. (Unitless
quantity. )
ROARAY; the average weight per unit area of the array blankets.
Typical value is 0. 878 kg/m2 (0. 18 lb/ft2). (Units are
7 ?
kilograms/meter or pounds/foot . )
NDATA2: an integer that specifies how many DATA2 groups are
included in the data set. 0 causes no base structure to be
analyzed, 1 reads one DATA2 group, 2 reads two DATA2
groups, etc.
B. NAMELIST/DATA2 General Parameters
NAMELJST/DATA2/ contains the following 19 parameters that may be
included in any DATA2 group in any order. They are all ratios of the array
component properties in the proposed array to those in the prototype array.
These parameters are all assigned nominal values of 1. 00 prior to reading
the first DATA2 group in the first data set. Since the parameter assignments
of previous DATA2 groups are used if not reassigned, DATA2 groups follow-
ing the first need contain only those parameter assignments that are changes
from those in the previous DATA2 group. This is true even when the pre-
vious DATA2 group is in a previous data set. Note, however, that the
number of DATA2 groups in each data set must equal'NDATA2, even if the
DATA2 parameters are a repeat of those in the previous data set.
RHOS: the ratio of the material density of the storage drum in the
proposed array to that in the prototype array.
ES: the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the storage drum in
the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
SIGMS: the ratio of the yield strength stress of the storage drum in
the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
RHOC: the ratio of the material density of the storage drum end
caps in the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
EC: the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the storage drum
end caps in the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
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SIGMC: the ratio of.the yield strength stress of the storage drum end
caps in the proposed array to that in therprototype array.
RHOSS: the ratio of the material density of the drum support shaft in
the proposed array to-that in the prototype array.
ESS:. the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the drum support
shaft in the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
• - . . ' ' s . • . ' _ . , ; - • • • • . '
SIGMSS:; .the ratio of the yield, strength stress.of the drum support
.shaft in the proposed array to that in the prototype, array.
RHOBE: the ratio of the material density of the leading edge beam in
.. . the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
EBE: the ratio of the; modulus of elasticity o'f the leading' edge beam
in the proposed array to that in the prototype array•
SIGMBE: the ratio of the yield strength stress of the leading edge beam
in the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
RHOES: the ratio of .the material density of the drum end supports in
:
 the proposed array to that in the .prototype array.
EES: the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the drum end sup-
ports in the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
SIGMES: the ratio of the yield strength stress of the drum end sup-
ports in the proposed array to that in the prototype array.
RHOCS: the ratio.of the material density of the center support in the
proposed array to that in the prototype array.
ECS: the ratio, of the modulus of elasticity of the center support
in the proposed array'to that in the prototype array.
SIGMCS: the ratio of the yield str.ength stress of the center support
in the proposed array to that in the prototype.array.
VL/AMAC:a factor used to scale the launch vibration level from that
set within the program. The factor X , the ratio of the
..
 p
 • • ace
launch acceleration loading of the proposed array to the load-
ing used in the prototype array, is used in calculating array
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stresses and member sizes (Subsection II-B). The factor
X is defined by:
ace '
/ Total weight of \ 1/2
X = VLAMAC X Prototype array
ace I Total weight of /
\ proposed array /
The above square root factor implements a general rule of
thumb that the launch acceleration loading for a subsystem on
a given launch vehicle varies with the square root of the sub-
system's mass. In other words, a small light subsystem
sees a higher excitation level than a large heavy one.on the
same spacecraft. VLAMAC is used to change this relation-
ship to account for different acceleration levels associated
with different spacecraft/launch-vehicle combinations. The
levels used on the reference array are described in Figs. 8
a n d 9 . - . . . . . - . . " •
The material properties of the individual components in the prototype
array are listed in Table 3. They are to be used when calculating the param-
eter ratios previously described.
V. EXAMPLES AND SAMPLE OUTPUT
To demonstrate the program's use,, three example problems are con-
sidered in Table 4. Note that Case 1 has two $DATA2 cards associated with
two different base structure analyses.
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A. Description of Example Cases
Case 1 is an example of Level 1. The program determines the mini-
mum, weight design for the given size and natural frequency. Case 2 is an
example of Level 2. The program uses the desired boom stiffness and deter-
mines the blanket tension that maximizes the frequency. Case 3 is an example
of Level 3. The user specifies the PCTBKL and blanket tension, and the
program calculated the boom stiffness and the first mode symmetric and
antisymmetric frequency. This run is typical of a design with a configuration
for which the optimum boom requires an unacceptably low blanket tension. In
other words, the optimum blanket tension is too low to roll up the blanket
during array retraction. A minimum weight design is obtained by setting the
tension equal to the minimum recommended tension of 7.2 N/m (0.5 Ib/ft)
and .increasing the boom stiffness until the boom is not in danger of buckling
(Subsection III-B). In this case the boom is selected to operate at 50% of its
buckling load.




REQUIRED FREQUENCY: AREA= 23.2 M**2•077 HZ
WIDTH: 2.516 M *****
*****





BLANKET UNIT WT. =
REQUIRED FREQ =
INITIAL BOOM (EI>=
BOOM MODULUS <E> =
BOOM MATL DENSITY=
BOOM EFFICIENCY =
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BOOM STIFFNESS OPTIMIZATION ITERATIONS
I TENSION oOOM (ED FREQ DIP FREG FREO REG






















































BOOM STIFFNESS OPTIMIZATION ITERATIONS
i TENSION BOOM (ED FREQ DIP
































BOOM STIFFNESS OPTIMIZATION ITERATIONS
1 TENSION BOOM (El) FREQ L/IF






I TENSION BOOM (ED FREQ OIF SYM FREQ ASYM FREQ
1 .20282+00 .22816+04 .20571-01 .43481-01 .22910-01
2 .14627+01 .22816+04 .15045-01 .76101-01 .61056-01
3 .14627+01 .22816+04 .15045-01 /-x .76101-01 .61056-01
4 .23931+01 .22816+04 -.43306-06^ J .77622-01 .77622-01
END TENSION OPTIMIZATION
BOOM STIFFNESS OPTIMIZATION ITERATIONS
I TENSION UOOM (ED frREQ DIF





There are many error messages that can appear in the above section.
However, they may not affect the final answer. Without explaining the
details of all the error messages, an easy check can be made to determine
whether the program has run ^successfully. If the frequency differences
marked (T) and (2) are less than approximately 5% of the calculated fre-
quency {3) then both the sections have run successfully. If both of these
sections have been completed successfully, the optimization has been success-
ful, even if there are error messages. If the run is not successful, check
your input data. If the data is correct, your configuration may have caused
the eigenvalue routine to fail; and the only thing that can be done is to try a
different boom stiffness or required frequency and see if that helps
optimization.
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*****»»**»OEPLOYED
REQUIRED POWER :














BOOM UNIT WEIGHT =














( 1.180 M) - :
( 9.858 M)
< 2.516 M)




2.39 LB/BLANKET I 10.6 N/BLANKET)

















>**»SASE STRUCTURE INPUT PARAMETERS****
RHOS ES ' SIGMS RHOC EC S1GMC
l.OOu 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
RHOSS ESS SIGMSS RHObE EBE SISMBE
i.opo i .ooo i .ooo i .ooo i .ooo - i . d p o -
RHOES EES SIGMES RHOCS ECS SIGMCS
l.OOQ 1.000 1.000 l.OUO 1.000 1.000
VLAMAC . . .
.500 - - ' - ''
»««*t**CALCULATED BASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS*******
Q (LAUNCH ACCELERATION^ .50*BASELINE LEVEL)
TOTAL BLANKET WEIGHT '
DEPLOYED BOOM WEIGHT
LEADING EDGE SEAM WEIGHT
OUTBOARD END SUPPORT ASSY WT>=
. DRUM SHELL WT. =
END CAPtGUIDE WT. =
TOTAL DRUM ASSY WEIGHT
CENTER SUPPORT WT. :
BOOM ACJUATOR WT. -
BEARING ASSY WT.-. =
NEGATOR ASSY WT. =
SL1PRING+HARNESS WT=
SUPPORT-SHAFT WT. '=
TOTAL CENTER SUPPORT ASSY WT =
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT
































10.40 LOS ( 4.72 KG)
71.06 LBS ( 32.26 KG)
35.18 WATTS/LB ( 77.49 WATTS/KG)
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If there is an error message at the point marked (4J in the program,
it means one or more of the base structure equation solutions did not con-
verge. If this happens, check all input data for errors. If there are no
errors, the configuration may be too large or too small for the analysis to
converge.
****BASE STRUCTURE INPUT PARAMETERS****
RHOS ES " SIGMS RHOC EC SI6MC
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
..RHOSS ESS SI6MSS RHOBE EBE SIGMBE
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
RHOES EES SIGMES RHOCS ECS SI6MCS
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
VLAMAC
1.000 . - .. ' . " ' . .
*******CALCULATED BASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS*******(LAUNCH ACCELERATION: I.OO*BASELINE LEVEL)
TOTAL BLANKET WEIGHT = 46.37 UBS. <
DEPLOYED BOOM WEIGHT = 6.45 LBS (
LEADING EDGE BEAM WEIGHT = .93 LBS <
OUTBOARD END SUPPORT. ASSY WT.= 4.08 LBS <
DRUM SHELL WT. =
END CAP+GUIDE WT. =
TOTAL DRUM ASSY WEIGHT
CENTER SUPPORT WT. =
BOOM ACTUATOR WT. =
BEARING ASSY WT. =
NEGATOR ASSY WT. =
SLIPRING+HARNESS WT=
SUPPORT SHAFT WT. =
TOTAL CENTER SUPPORT ASSY WT =
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT =
POWER TO WEIGHT EFFICIENCY =
5.74 LBS ( 2.61 KG)
i*.49 LBS ( 2.04 KG)
= 10.23 LBS <
1.35 LBS ( .61 KG)
5.35 LBS ( 2.43 KG)
2.49 LBS ( 1.13/KG)
1.68 LBS ( .76 KG)
2.35 LBS ( 1.07 KG)










30.31 WATTS/LB ( 66.76 WATTS/KG)
TIME FOR RUSAP = 17.07 SEC.
This section (marked (5J above) is the second base structure analysis.
The deployed array parameters remain the same and new base parameters
are read.
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POWER= 2500. WATTS AREA= 23.2 M**2






****INPUT PARAMETERS FOR DEPLOYED ROLL-UP SOLAR ARRAY****






BOOM MODULUS (E) = .4175+10 LB/FT**2
BOOM MATL DENSITY: 495.0 LB/FT**3
BOOM EFFICIENCY = .80 EFFECTIVE (I)













****PRINTOUT OF PROGRAM OPTIMIZATION ITERATIONS****
(ENGLISH UNITS-LBrFTrSEC.HZ)
TENSION OPTIMIZATION ITERATIONS























































BOOM UNIT WEIGHT =
BOOM MODULUS <£) =
BOOM MATL DENSITY=
BOOM EFFICIENCY =
3.69 LB/BLANKET ( 16.1 N/BLANKET)

















****BASE STRUCTURE INPUT PARAMETERS****
RHOS ES SIGMS RHOC EC SIGMC
l.OOQ 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
RHOSS
1.000
ESS SIGMSS RHOBE EBE SIGMBE
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
RHOES EES SIGMES RHOCS ECS SIGMCS
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
VLAMAC
1.000
*******CALCULATED BASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS*******(LAUNCH ACCELERATION: I.OO*BASELINE LEVEL)
TOTAL BLANKET WEIGHT
DEPLOYED BOOM WEIGHT
LEADING EDGE BEAM WEIGHT
OUTBOARD END SUPPORT ASSY WT.=
DRUM SHELL WT. =
END CAP+GUIDE WT. =
TOTAL DRUM ASSY WEIGHT
CENTER SUPPORT WT. =
BOOM ACTUATOR WT. =
BEARING ASSY WT. =
NEGATOR ASSY WT. =
SLIPRING+HARNESS WT=
SUPPORT SHAFT WT. =
TOTAL CENTER SUPPORT ASSY WT =
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT
POWER TO WEIGHT EFFICIENCY
= 46.36 L8S (
= 8.20 LBS (
= 1.17 LBS (
T.= 4.07 LBS (
5.66 LBS ( 2.57 KG)
4.47 LBS ( 2.03 KG)
= 10.13 LBS (
1.46 LBS ( .66 KG)
6.80 LBS ( 3.09 KG)
2.47 LBS ( 1.12 KG)
2.09 LBS ( .95 KG)
2.37 LBS ( 1.07 KG)






16.37 LBS ( 7.43 KG)
86.30 LBS ( 39.18 KG)
28.97 WATTS/LB ( 63.81 WATTS/KG)
TIME FOR RUSAP 3.33 SEC.
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D. Typical Level 3 Printout
********************************************************************************
********************************************************************************
***** POWER=10000. WATTS BLANKET L= 81.46 FT BLANKET W= 6.160 FT *****









BLANKET UNIT WT. =
BOOM STIFFNESS EI=
BOOM MODULUS (E) =
BOOM MATL DENSITY=
BOOM EFFICIENCY =
DIA TO THICKNESS =
PERCENT BUCKLING;=
BLANKET TENSION =


















































.50 OF BOOM BUCKLING LOAD
13.00 LB ( 57.8 N)
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BOOM DIAMETER = 1.94 IN ' (' .0493^ )
BOOM THICKNESS = .010 IN • ' ( .00025 M)
BOOM UNIT WEIGHT = .38 LB/FT r -.57 KG/M)
BOOM MODULUS (E) = .4180+10 .LB/FT**2- ( .200+12 N/M**2)
BOOM MATL DENSITY= .495.0 LB/FT**3 ( 7930. KG/M**3)
BOOM EFFICIENCY ._= . .80 EFFECTIVE (I) . ' .-..:•
CALCULATED SYM. FREQ.= .018 HZ." CALCULATED ASYM. FREQ.= .029 HZ.
****BASE STRUCTURE INPUT PARAMETERS****
RHOS ES SI6MS RHOC EC ' SIGMC
1.000 1.000 1.000 l.OUO 1.000 1.000 '
RHOSS tSS SIGMSS RHObE" EBE "SIGMBE ';.
l.QOO 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000. ,
RHOES EES SIGMES RHOCS . ECS .SIGMCS ...
1.000 1.000 1.000 l.OUO -1.000. I'.OOO!'.'..,
VLAMAC . . .
1.000
*******CALCULATED BASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS*******
(LAUNCH ACCELERATION= .50*BASELINE LEVEL) '
TOTAL BLANKET WEIGHT .= 182.86.LBS .< 83;02 KG)
DEPLOYED BOOM WEIGHT = 31.64 LBS < 14.37 KG)
LEADING EDGE BEAM WEIGHT ' =" ' 2.42 LBS';-(- 1.10 KG)
OUTBOARD END SUPPORT ASSY WT.= 12.37 LBS ( 5.62 KG)
DRUM SHELL WT. = 19.50 LBS ( 8.8b KG)
END CAP+GUIDE WT. = 12.84'LBS ( 5.83 KG)
TOTAL DRUM ASSY WEIGHT = 32.34 LBS < 14.68 KG)
CENTER SUPPORT WT. = 4.03 LBS ( 1.83 KG).
BOOM ACTUATOR WT.. = 17.09 LBS ( 7.76 KG)
BEARING ASSY WT. = 5.22 LBS ( 2.37 KG)
NEGATOR ASSY WT. = 1.96 LBS ( .89 KG)
SLIPRING+HARNESS WT= 9.19 LBS, ( if.17 KG)
SUPPORT SHAFT WT. = 4.03 LBS ( 1.83 KG)
TOTAL CENTER SUPPORT ASSY WT = 41.53 LBS < 18.85 KG)
TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT =: 303.16 LBS ( 137.63 KG)
POWER TO WEIGHT EFFICIENCY = 32.99 WATTS/LB ( 72.66 WATTS/KG)
TIME FOR RUSAP = .86 SEC.
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Table 4. .Data defining three example cases
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(*) indicates that no value need be assigned, since this parameter is not used for this case.
(— ) indicates the previous or preset values of the variables are to be used.







Fig. 1. Deployed array
(o) TORSION (ANTISYMMETRIC)
(b) BENDING (SYMMETRIC)
Fig. 2. Deployed array mode shapes
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0.16
20 40 60 80
TENSION, % OF BOOM BUCKLING LOAD






Fig. 4. Typical finite-element models:
(a) syrametric; (b) antisymmetric




| Choose Boom Stiffness |
ICalculate.Actuator_mdt^J
If NTYPE = 0 Calculate Array




































Fig. 5. Level 1 flow chart




I Calculate Actuator Width]
If NTYPE = 0 Calculate Array
Width and Array Length
If NTYPE = 1 Calculate Blanke




























Fig. 6. Level 2 flow chart




[ Calculate Actuator WidthJ
If NTYPE = 0 Calculate Array
Width and Array Length
If NTYPE = •!• Calculate oj.anKe






















Analysis to be Run
For This Case
No
Fig. 7. Level 3 flow chart
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FREQUENCY, Hz
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Fig. 8. Qualification sine vibration levels













Fig. 9. Qualification random vibration levels
for the GE rollup array

































FORMATdHO.'BOOM STIFFNESS El:*.Flo.0.' LB FT»«2 O.F8.0,* NM*«
12)')
FORMATI//1HO.'FREQUENCY :'.F10.3.' HZ' >
FORMATdHO.'BLANKET TENSION :',F10.2>* LB/BLANKET <*,F8.1.* N/BL
1ANKET)•)
FORMATdHO.*BUCKLlNG LOAD :*.F10.2.' LB
FORMATdHO.'APPLIED BOOM LOAD=',F10.2
FORMAT(3F10.5.Fl1.5)
FORMATdHO.'REQUIRED POWER :'.F10.0,' WATTS')
FORMATdHO.'DIA TO THICKNESS :*.F10.0.* IN/IN')









































































FORMATdHO,'BLANKET LENGTH -< .Flo


















1 BLANKET W:'.F6.3.' FT ***.*>/lH
2F7.0." LB*FT**2 TENSION:'>F6.2.'
FORMATdH .'***** POWER:'.F6.0.'








































2,' FT C,F8.3,' M)>)
2.' FT C.F8.3.' «)')
WATTS AREA:'.F6.1.' FT**2

















WATTS BLANKET L:'.F6.2.' FT
,<***** BOOM STIFFNESS:',
LB *****>)
WATTS BLANKET L:',F6.2>' FT
,****** BOOM STIFFNESS:',
******)
WATTS BLANKET L:',F6.2,' FT
,****** REQUIRED FREQUENC
******)
WATTS BLANKET L:'.F6.2>" M
,'***** BOOM STIFFNESS=',
N *****')
WATTS BLANKET L:'.F6.2.' M
,<***** -BOOM STIFFNESS:'.
*****")
WATTS BLANKET L='.F6.2." M
,'***** REQUIRED FREOUENC
******)
FOR DEPLOYED ROLL-UP SOLAR AR






60 FORMATdHl.'**********DEPLOYED ARRAY PARAMETERS**********'I
62 FORMATC//' MODAL ANALYSIS FAILURE'/" TOTAL TENSION IS LARGER THAN
1THE BOOM BUCKLING LOAD OF'.F7,2,' POUNDS')
63 FORMAT(//////1H ,''WARNING* TENSION IS BELOW MINIMUM RECOMMENDED T
1ENSION OF'/IH ." 0.5 LBS/FT OF WIDTH REQUIRED TO ROLL UP
2BLANKET")
NAMELIST/DATA1/NSETS.LEVEL.POWER.AREA,EIBOM1.ROARAY,WIOTH,EIEFF.TL
1EADR.FREQR.RBOOM. DPT. EBOOM. TENS, NDATA2.NUNITS, BKTW, BKTL, NTYPE. PCTB
2KL
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IFIBKLPCT.LT. 0.0)60 TO 101
TFNS = 3.14159**?*FIBOMl*DCT?KL/(20A .
GO TO in
F. I 90V 1 = 200.*TF.NS*{ BKTL+TLEAOR)**?/ (
r,o TO in
IFINIJNITS.FQ.OIOO TO 104



















F 1 B O M 1 = E I BOM1«.41 325331
TF (NTYPE.EO.O )T,0 TO 108
W R I T F - 1 6 , ^ 7 )
URITFI6.56)
IFINUNITS.EO.DGO TO 106
IF1LEVEL.E0.1 I W R I T E (6. 51 1 POWER .AREA. W I "TH .FRFOR
! F ( L F V E L . E O . J I W R T T E ( 6 > 5 0 ) P O W E » i A R F A , u l f M H i E I P O M l
IF( I ABS ( LEVEL >. EO. 3 I W R I T E 16. 49 ( P O W E R , A R E A , WIDTH, El 30" 1 .TENS
GO TO 107
IFILEVEL.EO.l ) WR I TE ( 6, 251 I POWER . AREA , W I OTH , FRF.QR




W R I T E ( 6 , 5 7 1
uRITE(f . ,56 l
IF(NUNIT.<;.E0.1|C,O TO 109
IFCLEVEL.EQ. l IWR ITF( 6, 61 1 POKER, BKTI.i BKTW.FOFOR
IF(LEVEL.EO.?)wR I TE( 6, 54 1 POWER, BKTI. , B<TW,EIPOM1
IF( IABS(LEVELI .E0 .31WRITE(6 ,59 |POWER,BKTL ,BKTW,F . IBOM1,TEN5.
GO TO 110
IF (LEVEL. EO.llfcR I TE (6.2611 POKER, BKTL'BKTW.FREQR





SINCE ALL CALCULATIONS ARE PERFORMED IN ENGLISH UNITS.






R < T L = R K T L / . 3 0 4 8
RKTW=BKTW/.3043
RPOO"=RBOO"/16. 0184617
FROOM = EBOOM/4 7. 880259
EIBOK1=EIBOM1/.41325331
WRITEI6.521
W R I T E I6.1DPOUER
SI UN 1T = ARE A*. 09290304
W R I T E ( 6 , 2 0 I A R E A , S I U N I T
SIUN!T=WIDTH».3C48
I FINTYPE.EQ.il WRITE (6,22 I WIDTH, 5 I UNIT
e IUNIT=BKTW*. 3048
IF(NTYPE.EO.n)WRITE(6,41)BKTW,?IUNIT









IF! IA9SI LEVEL). GF .2 ) WR I TE I 6,4] E I BOM1 .SIUNIT
SIUNIT=EROOM»47.880259
WRITE (6, 331EBOOM, SIUNIT
MUNIT = RROOM»16.0184637
WRITE (6. 32)RBOOI'-, SIUNIT
WRITE (6.25IEIFFF









































SI UN 1T = AREA«. 09290304










WRITEI6 .37 IWIOCE.S IUNIT
SIUNIT=TLEADR».3048
WRITE(6 .17 )TLEADR,S IUNIT
SI UN I T = ROARAY*4. 88242764
W R I T E I6.13IROARAY.SIUNIT
MUNIT = TENS*4.4482216





WRITE (6, 7) BUCK. SI UN IT
SI UN I T = E I BOOM*. 4 132 5331
WRITE (6.4IEIBOOM.SIUNIT
SIUNIT=OIABOM«.0254
W R I T E ( f > . 2 3 i n l A B O M , S I U N I T









IF( IAB?(LEVEL) .LF .2 IW9ITE(6 ,5 )FREO
IF( IABSILF.VFLI.GE.3 )WRITE(6,4ni FREOS , FREOA
IF(2.»TF.NS/WPANEL.LT.0.5)WRITF( 6.631
FIBOM1=EIBOOM













99fl 1F(LOP.LT.NSETS)GO TO 100
999 STOP
ENO
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SUBROUTINE RSAZE:R K.XI.TIREAL X.Xl.EPS.AeR.REB.F.OF.OLOF, OLOOF.TOL. 0. DX.OLOX.XX. A, B. C. FA.FB
l.FC.MEAN.L
cam ON/ jspi/EKFF.fSEa.oiABOH.T HIBOM.ROSOOM.U IOCE.OESOP, UPANEU HAX
lITR.NDAT2«ROARAtt«ll.NL.Ltll.FREaRiRBOOK«EBOOHiRF-TiPOIIERtAREA.TL£ADR
2.BKTU.BXTL.NTYPE
11 FORMAT C/IHO.'BOOH STIFFNESS OPTIHIZATION HE RATIONS' /• I TE
1NSION BOOH IEI) FREO DIF FREQ FREO RE3M
J2 FORMAT I1H .I2.5E14.5.1K" I









U R I T E C 6 . i l )





























IF(ABSIF).LE.EPS) CO TO 85
IFIF • OLOF.LE.O.I ,60 TO 3D













URITE(E.12)ITER.T. B, FB. BFREQ. FREdR


























TO IF( ABSIFBI.LT.EPSI GO TO 90
MEAN = (B«C) /2 .
IF(FB.NE.FA) X = I A.FB- B.FA)/ IFB-FAI
IFIFB.EG.FA) X = (CAN
TOL = ABSCB.BER)»AEB
IFCABSCBEAN-ei.LT.TOLI GO TO 80






WRITE I 6 1!2 I HER. T. X.F .FREQ.FRE8R
RETURN
END
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11 FORHATI//SX.'TENSIOM OPTIMIZATION IT ERAT IONS'/5X * I TENSION
1 BOOH (ED FREQ OIF STH FREO ASTH FREG'I
It FORKHtlH >5X>I2.SE14.SV
21 FORMATI50X, ' END TENSION OPTIMIZATION'I
32 FORHATISOX.' TENSION OPTIMIZATION OIDNT CONVERSE'!
39 FORNATI50X.' NO ROOT IN BOUND* I




























40 URII E(6.12) IT ERtB. EIBO OHt FB. BFREQSi BFREQA





IFK X-NEANI'(B-XI.GT.O.I 60 TO 50
BrHEAN
GO TO 55























70 IFIA8SIFBI.LT.EPS! GO TO 80
MEAN - (B'C 1/2.
IFIFB.NE.FA) X - I A. FB- B« FAI / IFB- F«l
IFIFB.E3.FA I X = KEAN
TOL = ABS (B'.OOll
IFIABSCHEAN-B).LT.TOLI 60 TO 60










100 F R E O = E I B O O M
26 U R I T E I C > 2 4 )
RETURN
END
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FUNCTION RSAFXI I .E rBOOMtFBEOA.FREQS)
REAL MC1000>.K I10CO I.VALI100) .L
COMMON/ JSP1/EIEFF, FR EO. DI»80N.THIBON. ROBOOH.U IOCE.OE60P. yPANEU HAX
HTR.NDAT2.ROARAY.Ky .NL.L.y .FRtQR.RB COM. EBOOM.RPT.POyER. AREA, TLEAOP.
Z .BKry .BKTL.NTYPE
COMMON /JSP 2/GEDIAB.6EW IDC, GEU, GET. 6EEIBEt6E ROSE
COMMON/ JSP6/VL An AC . V L AMT . VL ANH. RH08E, AKBE.S IGM8E . EBE. VLHDIA
3 FORMAT (• MODAL ANALYSIS FAILURE*)
21 FORHATI 2X,1H»,I5>
V2-U/2.
yP ANE2 = UP ANEL/2.
EIB CAN-EEC IBE* 10. S« T/6ET«0 .5-VLAMAC I*U/GEV
ROBEAN=GER03E«SORr IE IBE AN/ GEEIBEI
T2:-2."T
R O A R A Y = RO ARAY. I 'JPANE2/y2 l
CALL KRAYIK.N.EIBt:AN.EIBOOM.T.T,T2.T2.Ny.NL.L.y2.0 I
CALL MR AY CM.N.ROBt M .ROBOOM,ROARAY.Ny.NL.L,y2.0l
CALL GENIGNIK.K.VAL .VAL.-N.C.OKI
ROAR AY = ROARAY.<H2 / y? ANE2)
IF( OK.EO.O.IGO TO 1
00 10 1=1 tN
ArVALI I I
IF I A.CT.O.I GO T) IS
10 CONTINUE
15 IF< I.GI .1IURITEI6. 21 I I
FREGS=SGRT<A>/6 .283 ie53
T2=-2."T





I F I O K . E O . O . >GO TO 1
00 11 1=1. N
A r V A L I I )
IF I A.GT.O.I GO Tl IS
11 CONTINUE
1G IFC I.GT .1 iyRITEt6. 21 I I











1 1 TR . NOAT2 • ROARAY > NW . NL > L • W . FREQR • RBOOM > EBOOM > RPT . POWER . ARE A , TLEADR
2'BKTW.BKTL>NTYPE
COMMON/ JSP2/GEOIAB.GEWIDC.5EW, GET, GEEIBE.6EROBE
COMMON/JSP5/CONST . COEFF. EXP
COMMON/ JSP6/VLAMAC . VLAMT • VLAHH > RHOBE > AKBE , SI GMBE > EBE > VLMOI A
I FORMAT!/' TOTAL BLANKET WEIGHT ='.F9.£.« LBS C.F7.2.' KG)
1'!
Z FORMATCO DRUM SHELL WT. ='.F7.2.' LBS C.F6.2.' K6)')
3 FORHATC END CAP+GUIOE WT. ='.F7.2." LBS C.F6.2.1 KG)')
4 FORMATC SUPPORT SHAFT WT. ='.F7.2>' LBS C'F6.2'' KG)')
5 FORMATC BEARING ASSY WT. :',F7.2.' LBS C.F6.2'1 KG)')
6 FORMAT!/' LEADING EDGE SEAM WEIGHT ='»F9,2.' LBS ('•F7.2»l KG)
1')
7 FORMAT!/' OUTBOARD END SUPPORT ASSY WT. = SF9.2>* LBS ('•F7.2>' KG)
1')
8 FORMATI'O CENTER SUPPORT WT. =',F7.2.' LBS C.F6.2.' KG)')
9 FORMATC SLIPRING+HARNESS WT='iF7.2>' LBS C>F6.2>' KG)')
10 FORMAT!/' DEPLOYED BOOM WEIGHT ='.F9.2.' LBS C.F7.2'' KG)
1')
II FORMATC NEGATOR ASSY WT. r'.F7.2.' LBS C.F6.2>' KG)')
12 FORMAT!' BOOM ACTUATOR WT. ='.F7.2.' LBS I'iFd.Zi' KG)')
13 FORMAT!/' TOTAL SOLAR ARRAY WEIGHT =>>F9.2>< LBS I-.F7.2.' KG)
1')
1"» FORMAT! ' TOTAL DRUM ASSY WEIGHT ='iF9.2.' LBS C.F7.2.' KG)
1')




43 FORMAT!/' POWER TO WEIGHT EFFICIENCY ='.F9.2.' WATTS/LB l'.F7.2t
1' WATTS/KG)')
47 FORMAT I ///IHOi' «*»»«**CALCULATED BASE STRUCTURE PARAMETERS*""**
I'/' I LAUNCH ACCELERATION='iF5.2>'*BASELINE LEVEL)')
50 FORMAT (1H1.'***«BASE STRUCTURE INPUT PARAMETERS****')
100 FORMATI10F7.3)
101 FORMAT (1HO-- RHOS ES SISMS RHOC EC SIGKC-)
102 FORMAT !1HO>' RHOSS ESS SIGMSS RHOBE EBE SIGMBEM
103 FORMATI1HO'1 RHOES EES SIGMES RHOCS ECS SIGMCSM
104 FORMATI1HO'' VLAMAC')
NAMELIST/DATA2/RHOS.ES. SIGMS> EC .SIGMC. RHOC .RHOSSrESS.SISMSS. EBE 'SI
IGMbE • RHOBE . SI GMES . EES p RHOES , SI GMCS . RHOCS . ECS • VLAMAC
DATA RHOSi ES >SIGMS. AKS. EC >AKC. SIGMC. RHOC/1. .1. .1. .1. 1 1. .1. .1 . . I./
1RHOSS. ESS. AKSS, SIGMSS. RHOB- EBE' AKBE/1.-1..1.-1. •!..!.. I./
2SI6M8E • RHOBE' AKES . SIGMES. EES . RHOES. AKCS. /I. , 1..1. .1..1. .!..!./
3SI6MCS. RHOCS • ECS' RHOA . AK A. EA .SIGMA . RHONEG/1. •!.•!.. 1 . . 1..1.. 1..1./
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4VLAMAC/1./
DATA GEWS.GEWC.GEWSS.GEWBfGEWBE>eEWES/5.7B.».53il.21>2.50t.85.t.l/'
















WRITE (6> 100) RHOSS>ESS>SIGMSS>RHOBE>E8E>SIGMBE
WRITE<6.103)






WNEG=GEWNEGtRHONEG*saRT ( VLAMT )





COEFF=RAT I0»« ( RHOS*VLAMH»« ( 5 . /3 . ) «VLAHAC*» ( 2 . /3 . > *SQRT ( 1 ./ ( SI GHS»A
EXP=2./3.
CALL RSAZRO(WBSR'T,0>
VSST= ( VLAMAC*VLAMH*WBSR/ES ) *» ( 1 . /3 . )
VSSO=(VLAMAC*VLAMH»WBSR)»»(l./3.)«SORT(ES*»(l./3.)/(SIGM5«AKS))
XS=WBSR*WST-WBLNKT









VSSSTr I VLAMAC»VLAMH»WBSCSR/ESS) ** ( 1 . /3 . )






VBEST= 1 ( WBER*VLAMAC» . 5+VLAMT* . 5 ) *VLAMHP/EBE ) »» ( 1 . /3 . )
VBESO=SORT(tWBER«VLAMAC*.5+yLAMT*.5)*VLAKHP/(VBEST*AKBE*SIGMBE))
VLMVES=SQRT ( VLAMV+ < VSSO**2-VLAMV ) *GERI**2/GERO**2 )
VESST=(VLAHAC*VLMVES*WBSCSR)**(l./3.)/<AKES*SIGMES*EES)**(l./6.)










VAST= ( VLAMAC*MBAR/ < AKA*SIGMA ) ) ** ( 1 . /2 . )
WST=GEBLKT*GE»S-fGEWC+GEWSS+GEWA+6EBOOM+6EWB+GEWNEe+GEVINS
WBSCSAi ( WBLNKT+WS+WC+WSS+WA+WBOOM+WB+WNEG+HNS ) /WST


















































32 FORMAT!> ANALYSIS OIDNT CONVERGE')


























IIS IFIABS(X-B).LT.TOL) X =8+ SISN(TOL.C-B)
A=B
FA=FB




55 IFINCHECK.NE.il60 TO 106
FB=RSAF2IB)
60 TO 110





IFIFC*FB.LT.O.) GO TO 65
60 C=A
FC=FA







70 IF(ABS(FB).LT.EPS) 60 TO 80
MEAN =(B+C>/2.
IFIFB.NE.FA) X = (A*FB-B«FA)/(FB-FA)
IFIFB.ES.FA) X = MEAN
TOL = ABS(B«RER)»AER
IF(ABSIMEAN-B).LT.TOL) GO TO 80











11TR > NOAT2 > ROARAY•NW > NL .LiW•FREQR•RBOOM>EBOOM•RPT.POWER > AREAiTLEAOR
2>BKTW.BKTL>NTYPE




















RSAF2-W-(W<VLAHAC' .5*VLAM1«.5>» > !2./3.(.< (VLAHH <IGEU-GE UlD*C I»ULMDI





SUBROUTINE GENIGN < A tS* IGNV ALr IGNVECtN* NUKVTRtOETai
INTEGER N i N U M V T R i K
r!FAL A l l l . B i l l , I G N V A L < 1 ) t I G N V E C ( l ) , D E T B
DOUBLE PRECISION DET
D E T B = 0 .
M=IABS( N)
CALL S Y H D E T ( O E T . B . 8 t H >
IF IDET.EG.O.DCI GOTO 1
IF(OA8S( DETI.GT. l .0381 D El B=DS IGNd .038. DET )
I r (OABSIDET] .LT . l .D -38) DETB:DSIGN11.D-38tDETI
IFIDETB.EO.O.) OETB=DET
G O T O 5
1 PRINT 3
3 F O R H A T I 2 5 H THUS GENIGN IS UNDEFINED)
RETURN
5 CALL U I N V R S C B t B » H >
CALL U T R A U C B , Ai A .H . IGNVAL)
CALL S Y H I C N I A t l G N V A L . 1 6 N V E C . N . N U M V T R I
IFINUMVTR.EQ.OI RETURN
CALL UXMIE i IGNVEC. IGNVEC.M. IABSINUKVTRH
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE Sr HIGH < A. IGNV AL . IGNVEC. N.NUHVTf) I
PARAHETER HXIC100
INTEGER N.NUHVTR.NP1. I.' t H. NHHi IH1 • HH1 1 K, KP1. L AST i LiFf J
REAL Adl t lGNVALI l l t lGNVCCI l l tNORH.OVRFLO.EPQiLAKOAtDIAtSCALE.
1 C.D, DD, FF.EPS.PRECS.S.T .XX.OI (NXNI. C O < M X N > , C D O < M X N >
LOGICAL FULL
COMMON/SRI/ OI/SR2/ CD/ SR3/COQ/NRM/ NORM
CALL IRIDIA(A.DI,CD.CDQ .NORM f lABSINI I
FULL=.TRUE.
GOTO 10










00 IS 1=1. L
DillI=DI(II'SCALE





21 IFCI.EQ.l) GOTO 22
IF ( L A M D A . G E . I G N V A L I IM1II GOTO 22
IGMVALII >-IGNVAL (Mil
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22 IGNVALf I>=LiHOA
















LAMDA=tXX/DDI/ t l . *S3RT<l .»XX/OD"«2l l
G O T O 10








IFl ABSITI .LT.EPS.«ND.«BSIDD) -LT.ABSIDI I LAHOArOD
DI«=DI(K 1-LAHDA
IFl ABSIOIAI .LT.EPSI DI AiD I A-SIGNC EPS. 01 Al
FF=DIA<«2












IFl ABSI OIAI .LI. EPS I OIA =DI A»S IGN( C> EPS . DI A )
IFIK.LT.HH1I GOTO 43
































57 IFINUMVTR'EO.OI GOTO 70
P=0
00 E5 I:l>LAST
CALL TRIVEC(CDa.CD .01 .IGNVAL.I.NORM.L)




SO I6NVECIMI =DI(K I
65 P=P«L
70 IFIN.GT.OI RETURN
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SUBROUTINE ME ( H. K.L .M . HZ .N3 .N« .N)
INTEGER N1.N2.N3.N4.N
REAL KINi l l fUiL
A=U/32.2/120.
B = A « L
C=B.L
HIN1.M1 )=H(N1*N1) + 15&.*A




KtN2iN3 ) rH(N2.N3 +1J.*B
HIN2.N4):H(N2.N1 -3.»C
HIN3.H1 ):f(H3.Nl »54 .«A
HIN3 .N2)=M(N3 .N2 +13..B
HIN3.H3 I=KIN3.N3 +156 .>A
KIN« i Ml )=>.IN4.K1 -13. »B












































IF( DABS! DET ).LT .1.0-153) GOTO 40




«i FORNATI// ' STMDET UNDERFLOW. DETERMINATE SET TO 1.0-306 •
DET=1.D-306
RETURN
45" WRITE 1 6. «6)




SUBROUTINE SVHINV lA.AI iNiDETI
INTEGER WJ.N. NM1.R.RP1.RI. I . IC.C.CHI.DIAG,ROW*ROW I* ROW R .FLAG
REAL AIMiAKNI.SUK.OET
DOUBLC PRECISION DTR




IrCOABStOTRl .GT.1.0361 OET =OSIGN(1.038.0TR)




3 FORMATI25H THUS SYHINV IS UNDEFINED)




G O T O 5
ENTRY UINVRS ( A i A I t N )
FLAG=0











DO ID I = R.CK1


















10 R I = R I » I





SUBROUTINE KRAI tK iN11 IBEAMtEIBOOHiTOK.TIK iTOB.TIBtNUiNL.L tU•S»MI
INTEGER NiNLiNNtNU.NZ.NUC.NBN.I.J.NliSYH
REAL K( II lEI ,E I600M. iE :BEAHtTO««TIMiT03.T IB iOTEiDTHiL iLL iLU>UiT
E I = E l B O O M / 2 .
N U C = H U » 1
N 2 = N W C » N L « I 2 » N W C )
NBN=NUC •( NL* 1 )
L U = U / F L O A T ( N W i
LL=L /FLOAT(NL I
OTH = ( TOM-TIM I/FLO AT ( H L ' ^ J W l
DTB=(T IE -TOB 1 / F L O A T < N L I / 2 .
T=TIN/FLO A T I N W ) » D T M / 2 .
NN3N8N* 1
N=NZ«NZ
DC 5 i r l i K
K ( l l = 0 .
DO 10 1 = 1 .UU
CALL KBIK,EIBEA«.LU.N<-I.I. NBN-It I»liN2l
DO 15 I:2.tlUC






CALL KSM(K.LLiT.J»I - 1, J»I*NU i J»I«NHC. J»Ii NZ)
IFISYK.EO.i l G O T O 30
Nl=NBN+3
T = ( T O B - D T 3 ) / 2 .
DO 25 I=MltNZ.2
T=T4DTE
CALL K S B < K . T.LL. I-li I. I-3.I-2tNZI
CALL KBCK.EIiLLtl-liI .1-3 i J-2iNZ)
CALL K S B C X i T t D T B i L L t K Z t 1 Z . N Z - 2 t N Z - l . N Z )
C A L L KB(K,EI.LL.HZ.NZ.NZ-2.N:-1.NZ)
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SUBROUTINE TR IOIA I Ai OIA • CO DI • COSO. NORM.N)
INTEGER NNiNiNHliI.IMl.COLiC.CPltCCPliLCC.ROW.R.
1 RP1.RP2 .RC.DIAG. 01 AGPR









DO 10 RC=CCPl tOIAG
SUH=SUH+AES( A ( R C I >
RC=OIAG«C
DO 15 COL=CP1.N













DIA t R )=A tD IAG t
RC=DIACPR
00 35 C=RP1.N
S U K : S U M * A I R C ) * « 2
35 RCrRCiC
C D S O < R ) = S U M
C O D I ( R I = S O R T ( S U H )




»0 IF( A ( D I A C P R ) .GT.O.I C3 CI (R I =-CODI (R)





















S U H = S U N » A ( R C ) « O I A ( R 3 W )
60 RC=RC->1
DO 65 C = I.N







75 SUH = SUM»DIA( I )>CODI( II
X=SUH/U/2.
DO 80 I=RP1>N




DO 85 ROU= RPltC





C O C I ( N ) = C .
CDSQINI-0.
DIA(N } = A I NN)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TR IV EC I 01, COO It V . IGNV AL. NUM. NORM. Ml
INTEGER N.NUH.I.IP1.J.NM1.ITR
REAL OI(N) .CODIIMI , V (N I. IGNVALINI .X .XI. X2. Y .ZiSUH, C, E. S,
1 PI IOC I .01 ICO I.ail COI .NORK.EPS.PRECS




X 2 = S 3 R T ( 2 . I
E=ICNVAL(NUHI
IFINUK.EQ.il G O T O 10
IFl A6SIE-IGNV AL(KUN-1I I. LT .E'PRECS" 100 . I GOTO 15
10 DO 12 1=1.N
12 V<II=1.
G O T O 25
15 DO 20 1=1.N




25 E P S = P R E C S ' N C R M / F L O A T I « I "2
X=(DI I1 I -E I /NORH
DO 35 1 = 1. MM1
S=CODII I I /NORM
C=(DI!IPlI-E)/f lORN
I F I A B S I X l . G E . A B S I S I I GOTO 30
PI II=5
0(1 ) = C
INT(II=.TRUE.
Z=-X/S
X = Y » Z « C
Y=Z
G O T O 35
30 IF IABSIX I .LT .EPS! X=EFS
P I 11 =X
Oil )=Y
INTdl =.FALSE.
Z = - S / X
X = C + Z * Y
35 U( I )=Z
INTNM1 = IMT( NM1 )
IF IABS IX I . LT .EPS) X=EPS
ITR=0
40 ITR=ITR*1




Y=VI 11-01II*VI 1 + 11
IF I INT 11 I) Y = Y-CODI (1*11 -V II-.2 I/NCRK
VI I I=Y/P( I I
15 SUB=SUH-»V( I I «'2
S = S 3 R T I S U H I
DO 50 1=1.N




Z = U I I I
I F I I M T I I I I G O T O 55
V I I P 1 I = V I I P 1 I » Z < V I I I
GOTO 60
55 Y = V I I I












G O T O 10
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SUBROUTINE KRAYIM.N.ROBEAM.ROBOGM.ROARAY.NU.NL.LtU.SYK)
INTEGER N.NL.NN.NU.NZ.NtlC. NBN.I.J.N1.SYH
REAL HI 1 ) . R 0 6 E A K . R O B C O H . R O A R A Y . U O . W E .UA.L .LW.LL.H
NUC=NU*1
NZ = N W C » N L > I 2 * N W C )
NBN=NWC«INL»1 I
LW = W / F L C A T 1 NW)
LL=L/FLOAT1NL)
UO=R0800M>LL/2 .
W F = R O B E A M » L W




5 M ( I ) = 0 .
DC 1C 1=1.NW
10 CALL MB ( M.UE »LW.NN-Ii I* NBN-I il + ltNZ )
DO 15 1=2.HWC
15 CALL MKEHIK iWA iNZ tMUt l .NUC i I iNZ iNZ ]




20 CALL M M E M ( K . W A . J * I - 1 f J + I+NUtJ+I+NUC. J*I.NZ I
IFISYM .£0. 1) G O T O 3C
N1=NBN»3
DO 25 I=Nl iNZt2
25 CALL MSI M.HO.LL .1-1. I. I-3.I-2iNZ)
CALL KB(H .UO»LL .NZ .NZ»NZ-2 .NZ-1 .NZ>
CALL P 4 K S U B ( H t H i 2 i K Z - l i 4 Z )
RETURN
30 CALL PAKSUBIK.H. l .NBN-1 .NZ)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE U T R A U IU, A, J TAU , N ,SR ATCHI
INTEGER K .C ,CCtCCPR.LCC,COL,R,RC,RCPI iR I , I , I PI,01AC
REAL A I N I t U I N I , U T A U ( N I . S R A T C H I N ) , S U H



















S'JM = S U M + A ( R I ) * U ( R C I
30 RI=RI*COL
35 S R A T C H ( I ) =SUK
10 CONTINUE






50 SUK = SUM»U(RCPI) .SS A T C H I II
C C P R = C C * R








SUBROUTINE UXMIU ,H,UH ,N ,P >
INTEGER N,P,NP,Nnl,NC,OC,CC,RCC,RI, 1C




NC = CC + NM1
RCC=1












SUBROUTINE TRIBAK ( A i C O D I i V t N l
INTEGER H.NHliC.I.R.RPl.RCtDIAGPa








IFICODIIRI.EQ.C.) G O T O 2D
X = A I R C I
SUH=0.
DC 10 C=RP1»N




DO 15 C=RPi tN
VI C> = A ( R C ) *F*-V t CJ
15 RC=RC«C
2D DIAGPR - DIAGPR-RP1
RETURN
EKD
SUBROUTINE M H E H < K » U » N l H 2 t N3t N4. N)
INTEGER Nl.N2iN3iN"iiN
REAL H(Nil).«
A=y/36 . /?2 .2
6=2.•A
C=2. 'E
KtNl tNl I =H INI .NU +C




K( N2 »M2 )= V.( N2.N2 )+C
M ( N 2 i N 3 ) = H I N 2 i N 3 ) » 8
HlN2itll( ):mN2iN'4 KA
MIN3.N l )=mN3fN l ) * -A
MlN3.N2 )=M(N3 tN2 l»B
H ( N 3 > N 3 ) = H I N 3 f N 3 ) + C
KlN3.N1 )=MIN3.N1 I«B
KINt.ND^MIN^tNl l + B
HI N1 »W2 )=PI N<4 »N2 »+A
MINI1.N3) =H(Nt .N3)*B
Mt N4 »N1 }- Kl N*) tNI ) + C
RETURM
EKD
SUBROUTINE KB IK,EIiLiNl .N2iN3iN4iNI
INTEGER N l > N 2 < N 3 i N t t N




K(NltNl I -KINl tNl )+C
K ( N 1 » N 2 ) = K ( N l » N 2 ) + B
KIN l»N3)=KIN l tN3) -C
K(N1«N1)=K(N1>N '4 )+B
KIN2rN l )=KIN2tN l ) -»B
KIN2 .N2)=KIN2 .N2) ' -2 .«A
K l M 2 t N 3 I = K ( N 2 » N 3 1 - B
K IN 21N 4 I =K I N2 t N t) » A
KIN3»N1l=K(N3fN l I -C
K I N 3 r N 2 ) = K I N 3 t N 2 ) - B
Kl N3?f,'3 )=KI N3t N3 )+C
K t N 3 * N I » = K < N 3 * N 4 > - B
Kl N*t t Nl > = K ( Nt f Nl )+B
KIN1.N2l=KINi) . N 2 ) » A
Kl Nt tN3) = K(N1tN3) -B
K(N«>N4 l=K IN1 iN4 l< -2 . *A
RETURN
END




A = T/S. /L
0=2.-A
Kt Ml»N1>=KINltNl)+E
K IN11N 2 ) =K t Nl f N 2) - B
K ( N l i N 3 ) = K ( N l i N 3 ) - A
KINltN'O^KINlfN'n + A
KlN? »N1 ]=KIN2tNlI-B
K IN2 .N2 l=K IN2 .N2>* f l
K IN2 tN3 ] :K(N2,N3 )»(,
K ( N 2 > N « ) = K ( N 2 . N t l - A
K( N3t Nl )=K(M3»M ) -A
K ( N 3 . N 2 l = K ( N 3 t N 2 ) » A
KIH3iN3 )=K(N3 iN3 KB
K(N3.N1)=K(N3 tN i ( ) -B
K l N l i N l » = K ( N 4 » N 1 ) + A -
K ( N t » N 2 > =K <Nt » N 2 ) - A
KINU.N3 l=K(N1iN3)-B
KINI .N t )=K(NH,N1)»B
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE KS B(K .T .L .N It N2 . N3 tN», Nl
INTEGER Nl fN2 tN3 »Nt tN
REAL K ( N * 1 } * T » L
A 3 6 . - T / 5 . / L
B=T/1D.
C=T 'L /3D.
K(N1» Nil =K (Nl t Nl) + A
Kl NliN2 )=K (N l iN2>*B
K ( N l * N 3 ) = K ( M t N 3 ) - A
KIN2.N2 ] = KIN2iN2l*1.«C
K ( N 2 i F J 3 ) = K ( N 2 f N 3 t - B
Kl N2iN1 )=KIN2iN1 ) -C
K ( N 3 * N 1 > = K ( N 3 » N 1 ) - A
Kl N3 »N2 ) = KI N3t N2 ) -3
KIN3.N3) =K (N3 i N3I + A
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NASA — JPl — Coml., L.A., Calif.
